SP0090201LS MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT (LUMP SUM)
COMMENTS FROM INTERNAL/INDUSTRY REVIEW

C Carlson
(813) 612-3200
Christine.Carlson@dot.state.fl.us

Comments: (6-7-19, Industry)
There are several references to section 9-2.3.2. There is not a section 9-2.3.2 for the Lump Sum SP0090201LS. It appears to be a typo and the section is actually 9-2.2.2?  
Response: Thank you for the correction. This has been revised.

******************************************************************************

Jimmy Fountaine
(407) 406-4694
jfountaine@mhcorbin.com

Comments: (6-19-19, Industry)
S102-0400 is our current QPL number. I'm trying to update this but the link is broken when I click on it. We want to make sure our system stays on the QPL with the proper updates.  
Response: The proposed specification changes do not apply to QPL numbers. Please confirm this comment was intended for SP0090201LS.

******************************************************************************

Gerry Oliver
(704) 996-7248
gerry@patternpaving.com

Comments: (6-27-19, Industry)
For surface applied products that are resin adhered can we have a 48 hour window once the concrete has been placed?  
Response: The proposed specification changes do not apply to resin applied products. Please confirm this comment was intended for SP0090201LS.

******************************************************************************